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Duffey Wins T~irU~:~e~ate Te_rm.
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P.M. · Duffey-flitdUI!afElfm'~er aJ'~t:w~ninth·place candidate Zach
two~term
A~UN~seMUllr Wti6\v~· ~ •MhR.\!:yholds, t~ntli-place candidate
.·
an
unsuccessful
ASUNM Eloy Chavez and eleventh-place
presidential candidate. in .last candidateOna Savage.
spring's election, was elected to a
"ft looks as if there maybe a runthird term with a leading 633 votes
off
election between . Chavez and
in Wednesday's student senate
Savage,"
ASUNM Attorney
elections.
Gen~ral Brian Sanderoff said.
There continued to be a small
Nine other: senators were elected
after' counting the vote six
margin
from a. pack of 22 candidates including incumbent Senator Tom times and this might be enough to
Williams who came in second ·with call for a run-off election according
to Sanderoff.
621 votes.
The first count of ballots in
Only 1366 ·students vot,ed m
Wednesday's election showed the
Wednesday's election making it the
unofficial winners of a senate seat
second smallest voter turnout in the
in order of highet to lowest vote
last five years. The lowest turnout
•
getters to be:
since 1971, was in the fall of 1973
P.M. Duffey-Ingrassia, 633
when approximately 1100 votes
votes; Tom Williams, 621; Maggie
were cast.
Martin, 563; Anna Duran(!, 510;
Wednesday's election also has Connie Davidson, 486; Marilyn
the distinction of being the first Sullivan, 484; James Thomas, 457;
election since spring of 1975 in Jeff Wolf, 447; Zach Me Reynolds,
which ballot boxes were not im- 420. and Eloy Chavez, 419. ,
, pounded.
Other candidates were:· Ona
'
As of 10:15 p.m. yesterday, Savage, 415 votes; Phil D. Her~
Lobo, in the heat of the election, strolls around the mall election officials were still working nandez, 402; Tom Fisher, 401 i
to verify the five-vote difference .Diane Jacobs, 393; Janet Easley,
campaigning for a student senate slate.

New Mexico

385; Joe Cicero, 325; Judy Starn,
324; Colleen Strohm, 282; John
Gates, 251; Charles Carroll, 187; K.
Martin Berg, 182 and Bob Fein,
108.

"

Sanderoffsaid in reference to the
low turnout, "There wasn't a
Chicano slate, therefore the
Chicanos didn't mobilize to go out
and vote. It was also smaller since
it was not a presidential election
which always have a larger turnout.
"The candidates were not as high
profile or as hard_ working as they
have been in past semesters. There
aren't as many endorsements as in
presidential elections, either. The
veterans and mountain club didn't.
have endorsements that I know of.
"In past years .you couldn't walk
one square inch on campus without
getting hit with calling cards. This
semester there wasn't much of
that," Sanderoff said.
Duffey said in reference to
statements made by ASUNM
president during the fall campaign
against women running,'' It
worked a great deal to my favor,
the . way he acted at the endorsement meeting.''

English 101 final exams
will be 7:30 to 10 a.m. Monday, Dec. 13. English 100 and
102 exams will start at 8 a.m.

DAILY
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.Possible TOxic Leak Found on Campus
.,·-·,

.,'t

· BfRotierl Almy
A UNM chemistry student may
have found a seepage near the
center of campus which could be
Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCB), a.
family of chemicals which are toxic
and h~ve been linked to causing
"'Yusho" disease.
Miguel Gonzales, a 20-year-old
junior majorin'g in chemistry,
found an oily residue covered in
dust which was seeping from a
transformer box located in a niche
on the backside of the ground floor
of the Humanities Building.
Two weeks later, while reading
an article in the February 1976 issue
of Environmental Science and
Technology titled "The Rising
Clamor About PCB's," it dawned
upon Gonzales that the oily residue

se~page may be the toxic chemical,'
PCB.
.
Humans burdened with PCB's
show symptoms typl~ied by
"Yusho" disease which first appeared in Japan in 1968 and for
which 1,291 patients have been
registered.
Symptoms occur from prolonged·
exposure to PCB and consist of
skin irritation; acne, nephritis,
necrosis of the liver, nausea,
lethargy, jaundice and weakening
progressing to a comatose state.
Treatment- for PCB poisoning is
similar to the prevention of latent
. liver damage. However, it is
essential that further exposure be
eliminated.
PCB is produced commercially to
provide high temperature dielectrics

for transformers and other, electrical equipment .. The properties of
stability, non-conductor, nonflammable and heat transfer make
PCB ideal for transformers and
power capacitors.
PCB is a chemical less toxic than
DDT and is one of several kinds of
chemicals
known
as
Polychlorinated Biphenyls. Because

PCB is a commercial mixture, it
may contain impurities which are
highly toxic.
Gonzales one· week ago began
calling various offices to see if he
could get someone to examine the
oily· residue and determine the
· nature of the leaking chemical. But
his attempts to have the chemical
analyzed and the spill cleaned up

have lead to no results.
First, Gonzales wrote letters
the interim vice~president for
Health Sciences, Dr. Leonard
Napolitano, UNM President
William
Davis,
and
the
Albuquerque Journal and received
no replies. He then called the office
of President Davis and Vice(Conrlnued on page ?J

to

Chicano Studies Rally Condemns
Dismissal of Part-Time ·Professor

By Tim Higgins
Speakers at a Chicano Studies
rally ·yesterday on the mall con·
demned the dismissal of jnstructor
Ezequiel Lopez and the dropping of
one of Lopez' courses as attacks by
UNM's administration on the
Chicano Studies Center, and urged
students to oppose the moves.
Lopez, a part-time Chicano
Studies instructor for the past five
semesters, is not scheduled to teach
any classes this spring. ''Sociology·of the Barrios," a· class offered by
the sociology department and
currently taught by Lopez, will riot
be offered next semester.
Pedro David, chairman of the
sociology department, has said that
the class was dropped as part of a
Photo by Susan Walton
restructuring of the department's
' curriculum. Daivd said the new
Students listen to speakers at the rally on the Mall yestercurriculum will include expanded
offereings · in Spanish-American day.
related courses.
Lucy Romero, a member of the Chicano ComTobias Dur.an, academic coordinator of Chicano
Studies who is on ·leave until July I, said at the rally munication Center, which she said is "a community
that the sociology department's policies were the based-group," said that the issue of Lopez' em''Enemy of many Raza," and that some of the ployment and the classes "was not separate from
department's courses perpetrated "myths and outright issues off campus involvihg Chicano workers.
"In order for oppressed minority workers to be
lies" about the Chicano people.
treated
like slaves/' Romero said, "we must first be
Duran said some Chicano courses developed by
denied
a
true education.''
departments. outside Chicano Studies, "don't even
Romero
said that UNM's administration and
remotely represent the interests of the true Chicano,"
Regents
were
"agents of imperialism who are carrying
and that "more than just a Spanish suniame" was
on
the
1836
struggle
to dominate us.
required for an understanding of those interests.
"We
must
wage
a ruthless struggle, and we will
Photo by Phyllis M. Kushner
Duran said Lopez helped develop courses in
continue until we achieve ·total liberation," said·.
Discoloration marks the spot of the possibly toxic leak by Chicano Studies that Duran said taught vital skills and Lopez.
(Continued on rage 3)
the Humanities Bldg.
knowledge.
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In Middle-East Conflict

Deadline Was Nov. 1

Sadat Requests Carter's Aid
o
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Sadat said the United States need
CAIRO (UPI)
Egypt
President Anwar Sadat appealed to not worry about current efforts for
President-elect Jimmy Carter a rapprochement between Egypt
Wednesday to consider a proposal and the Soviet Union, whose
''in the spring" to resolve the relations have been strained over
Middle East conflict because arms supplies and debt repayment.
"without the United States a He said the maximum Egypt is
solution is not feasible at all.~··
striving for is normalization of
Sadat asked that Carter make relations,
Asked what he would like the
Middle East peace his "priority No.
1."
United States to do to help bring an
Addressing a six-member visiting Arab-Israeli settlement, Sadat said,
U.S. congressional delegation Jed "Let President Carter learn all the
by Rep. Lester Wolff, D-N.Y., details about this and let him in the
Sadat renewed his bid for American coming spring come forward with
arms. He said he wants "defen- an American proposal to both of
.
sive" arms, includfng J;15E jet us.~'
Once Egypt receives such a
fighter aircraft and antitank
proposal, Sadat said, "I myself, as
missiles.

REALLY ECONOMICAL TRANSPORTATION
Vespa Ciao mo-ped
(motorized bicycle)

Vespa Scooter

... for more fun with great mileage
(up to 160 mpg) out of life!

. . . for low-cost transportation
(up to l()() mpg) and fun too!
1410 Secane, NW

JOE HEASTON MOTOR CO.

Phone 247-2404

COfiCK KOUSE
Dry Cleaners
Formerly Vogue Cleaners
Under New Management and Owner
Permanent
Students

20o/o Of.f tO

Employees
Facu'.ty

·On all Dry Cleaning, with valid UNM ID

a friend, shall tell you quite frankly
what I can an(:) cannot agree to, and
the Israelis.!ll~o will do the same."
He recallect' Secretary o[ State
Henry . Kissinger
solved· a
negotiations deadlock and achieved
the first Egyptian-Israeli interim
peace agreement on Sinai in
January 1974.
"Without the. United States, a
solution is not feasible at all,"
Sadat said. "The Soviet Union will
always be furious with me for
saying this, but I am saying it
because it is a fact.''

Chile Govt.
Sets Free
129 Prisoners
SANTIAGO, Chile (UP!) Chile's military government
Wednesday freed 129 political
prisoners as part of its proclaimed
program to liberate all persons held
under state of siege laws.
The massive iron doors of the
sprawling Tres Alamos Political
Prisone'r Camp in the southern
outskirts of the city swung open
and the prisoners surged through,
many into the arms of weeping
relatives waiting outside.
For a few, it was their first taste
of freedom in three years, others
had been held for months and
others just days_
The 129 prisoners, who included
18 women, were the first to be
liberated in a program announced
Tuesday in which the government
said it would free all of the more
than'300 persons held under state of

Men's Formal Wear From 24.95
Evening Gowns From 25.00
Wedding Gowns From 75.00
Open Friday Nights Until 9

All The Latest In Formai·Fashions
7:30-6 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
8-5 p.m. Sat_

3014 Central SE

256-7013

·By United Press lnt"rnationat

Carter Backs NATO-US Ties
{

WILLIAMSBURG, Va.-President-elect Jimmy Carter sent
assurances to the North Atlantic Assembly Wednesday that he wants
to strengthen U.S. ties with NATO allies.
Rep. Jack Brooks, D-Tex., t!'lld assembly members Carter had
"asked that I convey to you his deep dedication to strengthening our
ties with our North Atlantic allies and working together to solve our
·mutual probiems."

Salk Says Dead Virus Better

''
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GALVESTON, Tex.-Swine flu and other types of influenza can
be controlled with kiJled-virus vaccines without the infection risk
··posed by live-virus vaccines, says the man who developed the first
polio vaccine.
"A killed-virus approach is effective for the control of these
diseases," Dr. Jonas Salk said Tuesday night in an address embargoed for release 24 hours later.
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Foreign Service Ousts Head
WASHINGTON-The career diplomats in the State Department
have voted overwhelmingly to oust the president of their pro_fessiona)i
organization, it was announced Wednesday .
The American Foreign Service Association said its worldwide membership voted 2,751 to 175, by secret ballot, to remove John D.
Hemenway as president.
Hemenway, an Annapolis graduate and retired foreign service officer with strong conservative views, said he will appeal the recall election. It was unclear how that process would work.

Robert Schulte

ll

(Continued from page 1)

Jaime Chavez, a third-year Jaw student who is on a
Chicano Studies committee that is investigating
Lopez' possible legal recourse against his dismissal,
said, "The administration has underestimated our
ability to expose their repressive actions for what they

S11Jokey Laid to Rest

are.''
Lhavez said that Lopez' right to free speech was
being violated, and that this defense was successfully
used in the U.S. Supreme Court in a similar case involving a non-tenured college faculty member in
Texas.
Chavez also said that UNM's Faculty Handbook
gave Lopez, as part-time instructor, the same rights to
appeal as any faculty member, including a hearing
before faculty members.
Chavez said that at a Regents' meeting last June,
Lopez pointed his finger at one of the Regents and said
that UNM belonged to the people and not the Regents.
Chavez said Joel Jones, assistant to the provost,

CAPITAN, N.M.-Smokey, the nation's most famnn< \'>~~!, ~~·:w
eulogized in word and song Wednesday in brief memorial services
near the spot where he was found as a cub, singed and frightened,
clinging to a tree 25 years ago.
About 250 persons, including many children let out of school in this
small mountain community, attended the ceremonies at Smokey Bear
Historical State Park.

President Chester Travelstead only
to find out they were out of town.
He contacted PIRG which has since
written aletter to the Environmental
Health Agency of the city government.
The state's Scientific Laboratory
System whom he contacted next
told him to talk to the Environmental Health Agency. When
Gonzales talked with the EHA,
they told him someone had already
notified them of the chem_ical spill,
but they would not analyze the
chemical because they should not
worry about minor toxic chemicals.
They suggested Gonzales call the
fire department.
The city fire department c11me
upon his call and decided to \yash
the chemical spill down the gutter.
Gonzales told them it would be

unwise to do this since it would only took steps to stop the use of PCB's
pollute the envir.onment because in all but· closed circuit cases.
PCB is a stable compound.
Shortly afterward, the U.S_
The fire department decided not Department of Agriculture banned
to do anything and called the the use of PCB's in pesticidesGonzales said, "This problem
Physical Plant at UNM about the
chemical spill. To date, the oily has blossomed into an issue where it
residue has not been· cleaned up and is apparent that Albuquerque and
still can be seen behind the the state are not prepared to handle
Humanities Building.
toxic chemical spills.'' He said the
Gonzales suspected the oily EHA should come down and look
chemical residue might be a toxic at a chemical spill when someone
chemical of the PCB family because
he "picked up the scent of an insecticide.'' PCB recently came into
prominence because of the substantial levels that have been found
in the environment- Contamination
is almost universal including human
milk and brain and liver tissue.
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Prof. A franc Coutlnho, historian of Bra:rillan let·
tcrs, will lecture on contemporary Brazilian litera!Ure
Fri .• Nov. 19 at 4 p.m. in the third noor reading room
of Ortega Hall. Lecture "'ill be dcJh·crcd in Por~

'l

tugucsc.
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MEChA meeting Thurs., Nov. 18 at 6 p.m. in the
Chicano Studies, lEOS Roma NE.

.,
"!'

Bicycle World
Now You Can Park Hassle-Free
While You Enjoy Your
Frozen Yogurt & Bagels

The American Mathematical Society Will meet Fri.,
Nov. 19this weekend which will include threcscssiono;
and several speakers. Registration \\illl:le held on the
fourth floor of the Humanities bldg. Fri., No\·. 19
from I p.m. to 4 p.m. and on Sal., No\'. 20 from 8
a.m. to noon and from I p.m. to 2:30p.m.

Forcign-sUJdcnt panel lo discuss comparative
cduc.adon systems Thurs •• Nov. 18 at 3:30 p.m.ln the
International Center.
Coalition to Ea.\c World Hunger is Sponsoring a
tcach·in on the World food situation at the SUB
ballroom Thurs., Nov. l8at 9:30a.m.
Philosophy Club will hold irs last presentation of
Ihe year Fri., Nov. 19 at 3:30p.m. in the Philosophy
Library when Robert Ree\"es presents a paper on
Berkeley's proof for the existence of God. Rcfrcsha
mcnts "'ill bcsencd atJ p.m. in the lounge.

0~

Ever_y Thursda_y
~
Thru December 2nd
2 Winners Will Receive
~
2 FREE Dinners At The Tram
And Will Be Eligible For The

VISTA

.'
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Gtnnd Ptize
1 Weeks Pnid Vncntion

Interviewing
Seniors-Grads
Placement Office
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Fantastic
K-2 Demonstration Team
perform stunts off 45 ft. ramp
Famous name ski equipment
representatives from:
• K-2
• Rossignol
• Head
• Nordica
• Saska
• And many morel

plus

(Elliot's Will Provide The T-Shirts
Call First Or Just Be There Tonite)

REGISTER FOR FREE PRIZES

II.CCOK
sporting goods

The New Mexico Daily Lobo is published
Monday through Friday every regular week of
the University year and weekly during the: sum-

mer ~esslon by the Board of Student Publications·

"Of 1l1c University of New Mc:dco, and is not
financially associated with UNM. Second class

posrngc paid at Albuquerque, New Mexico

87131. Subscription rate is $10.00 for the

academic year.

The opinions expressed on the editorial pngcs

of Tire Daily Lobo arc those of the author solely,
Unsigned opinion isthnt oft he cdiiorJal board or

Mesa Vista Hall

This weekend onlyf
FRIDAY,4pm to 9pm
SATURDAY, 11am to 4pm

• Ski Movies
• Free Ski Hot Wax

Vol,81

Student Union

Open 8:30 a.m to 4:30 p.m. The deadline for
the next day's paper is 3:00 p.m. Classified
odvertisrng is not taken by telephone. Please
bring your ods to Marron Hall Room 105. or
moil them to: Classified Advertising. UNM Box20
University of N.M .. Alb.. NM 87131

Shirt C:

*

Information Booth:

Marron-Hall
Room105

see

PEACE CORPS

No- 64
Box 20, University P ,o_, Ul'<lVI
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Editorial Phone: (505)277-4102,
277-4202,
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said at a meeting with Chicano Studies representatives
Friday that "certain wheels were set in motion" by the
incident.
Also speaking at the rally was John Pacheco,
president of a group of APS union blue-collar
workers.
Pacheco said workers with Spanish surnames faced
prejudices from Al:'l:>. :Some APS workers were treated
like slaves, he said, and this was sanctioned by "dirty
politics" in New Mexico.
"Our fathers fought for this country, but the only
time we're Americans is when we're sent our draft
course cards," Pacheco said.
Pacheco urged participation in a march scheduled
for Saturday, Nov. 20 at 11 a.m. in memory of Benny
Padilla, an APS employee who had been rehired after
striking and was killed Nov.4 while operating a posthole digging machine.
The march will proceed from Robinson Park to
Roosevelt Park.

also learned about the

New Mexico
DAILY LOBO

(just down the hall)

\

legal aspect of the damages caused
by a toxic chemical- The EHA told
him that there are no laws in New
Mexico with which to pin the
respon.~ibility for damages caused.
Gonzales was left with the impression by the EHA that there is
During 1970 Monsanto Co., the no agency to clean up toxic
only U.S. producer, voluntarily. chemical spills.

Plenty'Oi

Daily Lobo
Classified
Advertising
Has Moved

l
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Hurry I!
It's Our Last
Day On Campus

"lump sum or in four deferred payments," with pay
rents due Aug. 1, Sept. I, Oct. I and Nov. I.
Schulte gave reasmi.s for students' indebtedness as
· being "the fact that not all scholarships and grants
have been taken care of yet and some . students just
miscalculated their budgets and ended up short on
Nov. 1.'' Schulte said Housing always has the
chance of not receiving all owed money. "Sometimes
we get stuck.''
Most of the time, though, so.mething can be worked
out if a student can't pay. "Disenrollment is
· threatened to students still owing money after Nov. I,
but usually a payment plan can be worked out between
Housing an'd indebted students," added Schulte.
"Fortunately, I haven't had to resor{ to disenrollment
since I've been the director here.
"Potential bad debts" are discovered when Housing
sees itself being "led down the ·garden path by
students, but that's not too common.''
Schulte said if students sense financial problems
early enough," we could help them find aid like workstudy or something. Some, though, just,find out too
late that they' II have money problems and then we
can't do much_"
Of the total capacity of 1700 dorm residents, 1560
students took shelter in the dorms this fall. There is an
expected drop of about 200 students for the spring
term, as there has been for the last five years, despite a
decrease in spring room and board rates.

... Chicano Studies Holds Rally

... Possibly Toxic Leak Found
pag~

By Robert Bodine
Despite the Nov. I deadline for completion ofUNM
Housing Service payments, three per cent of the fall
bill, $38,000, is still unpaid .
Mr. Robert Schulte, director of Housing and Food
Services, said that "of an estimated total bill of
$1,209,000, about $38,000 has yet to have been paid.''
· Students can pay for their dorm rooms in one

i

"v~-J·.

siege laws.

!Continued (rom

For Sale

Students Owe Housing $38,000

4 CONVENIENT PAYMENT PLANS:
COOK'S CHARGE, MASTER CHARGE, BANKAMERICARD
or LAYAWAY

'rile Dally Lobo. Nothing printed in Tflt! Daily.
Lobo necessarily repreSents the views of the
llnivcrslly of New Mexico.
'i
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Letters
Editorials
Opinions

Perspective

Nuclear Energy: A Response to a Response to a Response ...
'

Opinion
By Brook W. Reams

Opinion

I would like to reply to Geoffrey

C. Bell's article, "More of What for

Concert Scene
By George Gesner
Albuquerque's a great town. Maybe in some aspects, but the
concert scene is atrocious. Anybody who schedules a performing
act to play here is either a fool or a gambler.
.
A city of more than 300,000 persons certainly deserves more
concerts than it has been· getting, but on the other hand, the concerts here deserve better attendance.
The local problems can be attributed to differential concert
policies, police procedure, poor concert facilities, promotional
problems and the general attitude towards concerts.

.i

I
i

There is no excuse for the discrepancies in concert policy. The
upcoming Jerry Jeff Walker/Country Joe McDonald concert will
have beer on tap. There is an age restriction for drinking, but no
restriction on the age of the concert-goer. The policy seems vague.
Policy at the Civic Auditorium will change, however, when the
concert takes on a hard rock label. You just can't get into the place
iutunntmn•••nn•••nmtttmm•m•nm••••mnm•••••n••n•••m••n•n Letters uranmttunutrnuu••n•m••nn••••••••runtrtuu•••n••m••rnntmm' unt.il a :nember of the police force has felt you over. "This frisking
polrcy IS absurd. The concert-goer is being intimidated and is
treated like a hard-core criminal. It's no wonder people aren't attending these events. Frisking is illegal and can indirectly be a form
Editor:
of minor assault. The body is a personal thing and if someone wandominates the work ethic as one
Being one of the many silent, but which rots all human values and , immature, silly and downright jive, ts to feel it out they should have permission or a· legal reason to
literate, LOBO readers, I couldn't worthwhile endeavor; a cancerous but pointless as well. Rejecting an frisk it.
,let one raunchy bit of "journalism" monster that has taken the flesh industrial city as an .. unworthwhile
living place is understandable, but
pass.
. Another reason for a drop in attendance can certainly be atand emotions of man and tran- how does that preclude it being
The review of the book We sformed it into mechanical units,
~nbuted to the poor concert facilities in Albuquerque. Popejoy Hall
Almost Lost Detroit in Arts & therefore, these people are dispen- O.K. for all of the inhabitants to IS th~ only -~coustica.lly-sound hall in Albuquerque for concerts. The
die? (Note: there are .3 million, not 2
Media, Monday the 15th, is, sable.
hall IS restn~ted to h~ht rock acts, though. The University Arena is
million,
people in Detroit.)
perhaps, a reasonable view on
ruled
P.~~Pntmll\/
h\1 ·K111n
tho Ul\.,.;'-tH\.o~LII
~-: ...................... .-.t .... a U~CU
. -~ -. f..\.ile' I f}Jll.
•• "
_.,,., ____ , --,
·-·,.) (\lnrmo:~.n
-~ .... ...,., ,..,,1
This kind of thinking i<> nnt 0n!v
:~i i::,i:i1 ld Kutkus
wi1dl buutm'~ )i)\'=' d boring book II
have not read it and doubt that I
The Civic Auditorium and Johnson Gym are tin boxes and
ever will). What I take exception to
Tingley ~oliseum is an echo chamber. If you're musically inclined, a
is the anonymous reviewer's
concert m any one of these places is insulting your musical ear. If a
casual, flagrant, empirical and
person has to shell out $6 or so, he should get the satisfaction of
nihilistic opinion that "What's 2
quali!Y in the music he has paid to listen to.
million people, anyway, when comEditor:
pared to the energy of the
I would like to say that the Admissions Department at UNM
Promotional problems lie in the afore-mentioned problems. They
FUTURE."
leaves MUCH to be desired. I hope for all new students' sake that know that concert attendance is low and performing groups know
This opinion is shockingly more some of their situations haven't been as bad as mine.
that, too. They want to play to a packed house. It's discouraging to
pervasive when thinking of people
When
I
applied
for
the
fall
semester·as
a
beginning
freshman
I
play to an empty hall. The empty hall adds to the bad acoustics. ·
in Detroit than in more loved parts
I had sent for my nigh school transcripts and ACT scores many
of our country, i.e. San Francisco
The attitude in town is stereotyped. People who would go to
months
in advance only to be informed (too late, may I add, to do
or Colorado. The above quote
preceded by "And in the end, who anything about it) that the Office of Admissions had neither on hard-rock' concerts are teenyboppers. Those who go to country
concerts are beer drinkers, and those who go to symphony conrecord. As a result, I was unable to attend this fall.
really cares about Detroit?"
What makes individuals think
Since that time, by some stroke of luck, they do have in their certs belong to the tuxedo set. This is ridiculous, but policy is dicthat people are essentially of lesser possession my ACT scores and did have at one time my high ta~ed by these stereotypes. The concert situation can only improve
quality and worth in Detroit is school transcripts. Now I have just received a card in the mail With a c~mplete overhaul of policy, an attitude adjustment and a
peculiar to many regional self- saying they are missing my transcripts and I confirmed it with the new mus1cally sound auditorium solely for concerts.
aggrandizement attitudes and a Admissions Office that this is the case.
sense of a place where industry
DOONESBURY
Hopefully, after requesting to my high school in New York for
by Garry Trudeau
the fourth time with another registered, return-receipt letter, they
{(/Cf.L, I'M OFF 7lJ &o ffetP
will receive and not Jose my transcripts in time for me to register for
6/NNY
0/SMJWTle tf!HAT!S
classes in December. I wouldn't hold my breath! I seriously
t.eFTOf'(){/!( ORI5ANIZATIOV.
question whether I may have been discriminated against for
\
{(!Hifr5 >'Vllfi:
coming from another state, or whether this sort of thing happens to
PLAN 7lJ{)AY? •1:::'""'1
anyone?
Editor:
V.L. Bieniek
We, the members of the
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i

Book Reviewer's Opin.ion Is Shocking

i
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HI

Prospective Student Irked
By Admissions Problems

Candidates
Offer Thanks

Students' Voice, are taking time
to thank all the people who
have helped us with this campaign. Ever since we announced
our candidacy for senate posts,
in one of our mutual classes, we
have been overwhelmed by the
efforts of our friends.
They have expressed their
support and offered their spare
time on our behalf. They pave
worked diligently and effectively. It's too bad that this
was not a class project, then
you'd get academic credit for
your efforts. Even though this
was not a project, you've
projected enthusiasm and support. Thank you.
Anna Durand
Marilyn Sullivan
Ona Savage
Connie Davidson

Editorial

Board

Unsigned editorials represent B
majotity opinion of the D'aily Lobe
Staf1 .. All other colur:nns, cartoom

and letters represent the Opinion
of the author and do Mt necessarily
terl11,..t. the views of the staff.

Former Chairperson Reacts
Editor:
ferences that result from it. There is
In regard to the most recent story more involved than the chance for
about myself and film committee a sensational story, there is a per(in which I was represented as son's life. The LOBO has been suc'borrowing' $600.00), I want to in- cessful in damaging mine.
Margaret Ott
dicate that the LOBO reporters
made no attempt to verify
quotations or information with me, IIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIJIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIII
despite its sensitive nature. They Letters to the editor ...
relied completely upon secondLetters to the editor should
hand information.
be no longer than 250 words,
In their decision of what to in- typewritten
and
double
elude, certain points were omitted spaced.
(such as past occasions when com. Sender's name, address and
mittee members withdrew salary phone number must' be in·
advances in the same manner), and eluded with the letter 0 ,. it
others were effectively ignored (for will not be considered J'.or
examples: the absence of any ·
regulation forbidding it; or that 1 · PlJblication. Names will be
was not chairperson at the time and withheld only by agreement
the chairperson was aware of my with the editor, in person.
salary advance.)
If a letter is from a group,
I do not deny what I have done, please include a name, phone
but I object to partial and slanted number and address of a
reporting and the harmful in- group member.
Editor· in-Chic!
Susan Walton
·Photo Editor
Wendell T. Hunt

Managinq Editor
Teresa Coin
Arts & Media
Ken Walston·

'
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Whose Money?" and Ray Szekunda's article, "Nuclear Logic Like a
Loop."
First, since the LOBO did not see
fit to print the source for my
statistics on relative power system
efficiencies I will give it again:
Mechanical Engineering, June
1976, pp 22-30.
My · comments are primarily
directed to Mr. Bell as his was the
better article as lt quoted sources.
Safety seems to be· your beef
and with such experts on nuclear
safety as the National Council of
Churches (Fact 13) I don't doubt it.
So let's talk about the safety of
reactors by pointing out that a
malfunction does not imply release
of radioactivity. The reactor is
housed in a pressure vessel made
to withstand a malfunction. You
quote from the Sasmussen Report
in Fact 12. Let's read a little more of
this report. ·
Fact A: The "likelihood of
pressure vessel failure is so small
that it does not contribute to the
overall risk from reactor accidents." The conclusion of the
report states, "The risks to the
public from potential accidents in
nuclear power plants is small based
on the following considerations:
(A) "The consequences of reactor
accidents are no larger, and in
many cases, much smaller than
those of nonnuclear accidents."
Th~ nunnuciear acc10ents Investigated were, " ... fires, explosions, toxic chemical releases,
dam failures, airplane crashes, earthquakes, hurricanes and tornadoes, and are much more likely
to occur and can have consequences comparable to or larger
than nuclear accidents." Remember the Teton Dam? Quoted in
Mechanical Engineering, April
1975, pp. 19.
Fact B: "A study by Dr. Normal
Rasmussen of MIT indicates that
with 100 plants on line a major (100
deaths) nuclear accident would be
10,000 times Jess likely than a comparable accident in a non-nuclear
facility. In addition, nuclear plants
are about 100 to 1,000 times less
likely to cause comparable large
dollar value accidents than other
sources." As to nuclear scare

their supporting activities." Mike
McCormack, Congressman, 4th
Congressional District, Washington
State, as quoted in Mechanical
Engineering, May 1975, p. 17, in
talk given to ASME Conference.
Chairman Subcommittee on
.Energy Research and Development.
Fact C: "Dr.' Ralph Lapp
estimates two million cancer
deaths in the U.S. between now
and the year 2000, about 314,000
radiation induced. Of those,
200,000 will come from natural
background radiation; 100,000 from
medical treatments; about 7,000
from jet travel; about 7,000 from
weapons fallout, and about 90 from
the nuclear industry." Automobiles
will account for over 1,250,000
deaths in the U.S. by 2000 A.D.
Ibid, p.17.
How about waste storage?
Storage of plutonium requires a
very stable area. As I underst&nd it,
the southeast area of New Mexico
has underground salt domes in
seismically calm areas. Since salt
dissolves in water there must be no
water seepage to get to the waste.
Should small cracks in the salt occur it seems to heal itself much as a
cut on your finger does.
Fact E: In relation to safety, who
is a better judge, the engineers who
are working in the field .or the
National Council of Churches?
"Here is the source ot' our present

difficulties. We are trying to find
answers to difficult technical
questions by the adversary principle instead of impartial evaluation
by experts and the conflicts end up
in the courts where decisions are
made by people who have no
technical competence at all!"
Mechanical Engineering, April
1975, pp. 19.
How about solar energy and
research money spent on it?
Fact F: "One general misconception is the idea that energy R &
D, generously funded, can solve
this nation's energy problems in the
very near future ... the lead time
from a successful research
program to implementation varies
from 10 to '30 years ... even a tidal
wave of federal funds could not
make solar energy a significant
resource before 1990.... With well
managed, well funded programs
we may, if we are lucky, .be able to
provide 1 per cent of our energy for
solar heating and cooling and
another 1 per cent from all other
forms of solar energy by '1990... "
Congressman McCormack, op. cit.,
p. 18.
But nuclear energy has already
moved to the end of this 30-year
limit. It is ready now to begin to
span the next 30 years of energy
production. What could we use,
RIGHT NOW, to help meet a
steady four per cent annual increase in energy consumption? By

1990 that <;~dds up to an 80% increase in energy consumption. My··
point is solar may be great, but only
in the next century. Clearly we
must look at all sides to this issue
'' ...to wisely develop policies that
will provide dynamic balance between our need to produce
adequate energy.supplies, develop
and maintain a balanced economy,
conserve resources, and protect
our environment." (op. cit., p. 19)
Fact J: "United States natural
gas will be depleted by 1995 at the
expected four per cent growth
rate ... United States crude oil will be
depleted by 1990... Use of [i)quid

YOU CAN FIND

IT, TOO f
CALL

293-2000

metal] fast b~eeders will permit us
to extend the use of uranium far
beyond 2100, probably to the year
2200." Ibid, P. 14.
One last point. Since I'm not a
nuclear expert, how about some
Chemical and Nuclea~ Engineering
students putting two cents in 7 The
issues have not all been discussed
~Y a long shot.
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For Those Who

Can~t

In The Muscular Dystrophy Dance Marathon
Two Big Grand Prizes !!!!!

Dec. 3-5
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stories, " ...assume 1,000 nuclear
plants on line in the year 2000. The
average person will receive 102
millirens of radiation per year from
natural background, 73 millirens
from x-rays, ~nd only 0.425
millirens from nuclear plants and

Blood
Plasma

0"

Ho!•

Ski Trip!!
And Other Great Prizes
Johnson Gym
UNMCampus

Pick Up Applications At The SUB Room 242 Or Call
277-5528 And Ask For Muscular Dystrophy
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A representative of Rape Crisis will show a film
and discuss the reality of rape and methods of prevention Fri., Nov. 19 at I :30 p.m. in the Honors Center.
The Hispanic Eugineering Students will meet
Thurs., Nov. 18 at 7 p.m. In Rm. 307 of th!;: Farris
Engineering Center,

.
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Black siudents majoring in the engineering and
sciences area are Invited to a mcetlngTt"!urs., Nov, 18
at "6;30 p,m, in Rm. 145 of the Fard~ Engineering

o ma,.

3
b

~

Dr, Levine of the UNM Medical School will &peak
on diabetic genetics and family planning Thurs., Nov,
18 at the Presbyterian Prof. Bldg, next to Pre~.
Hospital7:30p.m.ln Rm, 13,

National Chicano He~Jth Organj~ation is offering
scholarships for Jhc spring semester of lfJ77 (Q Interested Health Science students. Applications may be
picked l,IP at the NCHQ office in Chicano SL1.1dies.
Medieval singing, dal!cing, and entertainment will
be presented by the Society for Creative Anachronism
on frit, Nov, 19 in Rm, 2.50 8 1 C.

Phi Sigma Tau is sponsoring an essay contest on
the theme of reality. Deadline is Fri., Feb. 18, 1977.
'For' further information, call Tom Buchanan, 2776364 •
The English 101 final exam for fall semester will be
held on Monday morning, Dec. 13, from 7:30a.m. to
10 a.m. and not from. 8 to 10 a.m. as indicated in the
special examination schedule in the Nov, 8 LOBO and
in the spring preregistration schedule of classes,
Graduate Su,u:lcm Assoc. Qffic~ hours are Man.
thru Thurs. 9:30 a.rn. to 3;30 p,m. Vice-president's
hours: Tue$. :md Thurs. 12:30 to"3:30 p.m .. Rni','.248,

SUB.

~~

Campus observ~lory is open Thurs., Nov. 18 from
Amnesty International meets Thurs., Nov. 18 at
8 to 10 p.m. Observatory is nonh of Jntct:>tc!lon ul • 7:30p.m. ifl Rm. 112 in tlu! Honors Center.
Lomas and Yale.

National Chicano Health Organization is offering
scholarships for the spring semester of 1977 to interested h.ealth science students. Applications may be
picked up at th.e NCHO office in Chicano Studies.
For more Information call Rick Lop~, 277-4137,

<;:hen:istry Dept, is offering tr.ai!er courses this
spnng Ul Chern 101, 301 and 303L Trailer @llrses
will no1 be offered in 102, 302 or 304L during the Fail ·
of '77, Students wl.'ihing to take 101, 301 or JOJL are
expected to. round Out the series during the summer or
'77.

Student Organi;zation for Lalln American Studies
will meet with' Puerto Rican singer Andres Jimenez
Tllurs., Nov, 17 at 4 p.m. in the Ortega third noor

Islamic Society meets ev.ery Friday for Joma's
pray at the U.niversity•.Cbapel, 12;20 p.m.

lounge- everyone interested. is invited.
Registration f~r the 4th Annual Christmas Crafts
'rair is now in progress in the ASUNM Cr~fts area in
the basement of the sun.

There Is a video tape of tl1e :Hruggle of Yvonne
Wan row, a Colville Native American woman showing
Wed., Nov, 17 in Rm, 250 E SUB from 10 a.m. to 3

p.m.

Policy for L1p Service··Notie(:lf;!'. run the aay
bef~re and the day of th~ event, space available,
Notices are not accepted by phone. Organizations
may pick u~. ,fQrms t9 mail in 'to the LOBO.
Deadline for notiC'e-~> is 4;:30 p.m. the day before
publiealiotl, The LOUO reserves the right to edit
n?t.ices and delete ttiose cOnsidered inappropriai ·
~or this column.
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Covering Many Topics
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Levi's
Size Reduction
Sale

Seminars Offer Small Classes
•
The Undergraduate Seminar
Program at UNM will again offer
20 one-credit-hour seminars on
topics or activities:.of general interest next spring.
The USP short courses cover a
wide variety of topics selected from
proposals by students and faculty.
Classes are limited to about 15
students and grades are usually
assigned on an A/credit/nocredit
basis.
'

Walkathon
Rescheduled·
For Saturday
The United Cerebral Palsy
Assoc. Inc. of New Mexico has
rescheduled its ·fund-raising
walkathon for this Saturday, Nov.
20.
The walkathon was origina1Iy
scheduled for Saturday, Nov. 13,
but was postponed because of
ihclement weather.
The walk is scheduled to begin at
Johnson Gym between 9 ·and 10
a.m. and covers 10 miles before
ending at the gymnasium.

Areas of interest represented next · and 'other sights ai'Ot1j; Central
spring include dealing with social Avenue inAlbuquerqll.e ;today and
problems, Southwest studies, art yesterday.
and literatureperceptions, religion
JJ'".;
,f
and asthetics.
·
Religion will be the focal point of
Topics concerned with the two courses: "Myth and Miracle in
sociology of American life will the Old Testament" and "The
encompass violence in the family, Politics of Religious Belief."
the issue of battered and sexually
The realm of arts and media will
abused children, wives and murexplored in such courses as
be
dered spouses; law and social
"Producing
a Radio Play,"
deviance-the right to be different,
"We're
All
Writers,"
"Rewriting
which singles out mental patients
the
Classics
or
Literature,
Tranand juvenile .offenders; and
slation,
imd
the
Creative
Process,"
"Heartbreak Hotel," a look at the
"Magic, Meditation and the Art of
American prison system.
Acting" and ~'Conception, PerSouthwestern topics will include formance, and Poetry, theCreatjve
"Traditional Culture in the Modern Blending of the Arts."
Southwest," a look at the conOther courses include subjects
temporary· problems in this region;
"Energy, New Mexico, and such as no.ncompetitive new games;
Everyone" will give an overview of "The Life of Aldo Leopold, Father
the energy situation in, the state and of the Gila Wilderness" and "Self"Modern Visual Images," a study disclosing Communication,
of dress, automobiles, architecture Analyzing Self-disclosure.''
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8117 Menaul NE •111 Haruard SE

Income Tax Seminar
Offered in December

Persons walking in the fundTax preparers and interested persons will have an opportunity to learn
raising event should gef a business, more about the basic and specialized areas involved in tax preparation
relative or friend to make a set when two four-day sections of the third annual Tax Practitioner Institute
contribution for each mile the are offered at the UNM in December.
person walks.
The institute is being sponsored by the Internal Revenue Service, New
Anyone interested in helping Mexico Bureau of Revenue and UNM Continuing Education.
raise funds by walking can pick up
· The institute's basic section, scheduled for Dec. 6 through Dec. 9, is
a sponsor sheet at the Infprmation designed for new and inexperienced tax preparers. Among topics to be
Desk in the lower level of the SUB.
covered in the basic section are filing requirements and status, personal
United Cerebral Palsy will total exemptions and exemptions for dependents, gross income, adjustments to
up the sheets after the walk and income, standard deductions versus itemized and tax computation,
collect the money.
itemized deductions, ta,l{ credits and capital gains and losses.
Food and soda will be available
The intermediate section, scheduled for Dec. 13 through Dec. 16, will
for participants while walking and
cover
more specialized areas such as non-taxable exchange, net operating
after the procession at Johnson
losses,
capital gains and losses, involuntary conversions, investment
Gym.
There is also a "walkers" beer ·credit, farm expense recapture, minimum tax, depreciation, depreciation
party with 25-cent drafts at Okie's recapture, moving expenses, tax problems of divorced people, hobby
Lounge (Central and University) losses, political contributions, child care deductions and installment sales.
Both sections will be held in UNM's New Mexico Union Building,
from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. following
250A, Band C. Instructors will be field experts sponsored by the InRoom
the event.
ternal
Revenue
Service.
The planned route is west along
The
registration
fee for each section is $35 and includes coffee breaks
Central to University, University
and
workshop
materials.
north to Lomas, Lomas east to
Tennessee, south on Tennessee to
Interested persons are urged to pre-register for either section of the inCentral and back on Central to
stitute
by Nov. 29 since space is limited. Registration forms can be obJohnson Gym.
tained at UNM Continuing Education at 805 Yale SE. Arrangements can
also~be made for lodging and meals.
_
For, additional information on the institute, interested persons should
contact Virginia Ryder, Internal Revenue Service, New Mexico Bureau of
Revenue, P. 0. Box 1967, Albuquerque, 87103.
·
For additional information on arrangements for the institute, interested
persons should contact Sally Olson, Bureau of Conferences and Institutes,
UNM Continuing Education, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque,
87131.
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On A Tight Budget?
Do your Christmas shopping at the

Herb Emporium
Over 250 Herbs~ Spices
And Tea Blends·
At The Lowest Prices
•
•
•
•

Ginseng Roots
• Korean White
American Wild
o Chinese
American Cultivated • Yi-Sum
Korean Red
• Dong Qusi Roots
Nuts, Naturally Grown Beans And
Grains, Vitamins, Books, Honey, Vegetable Pasta, Natural Foods.

-

Pottery By Becky Brown

Come By For A FREE
Sample Of Our Tea
3218 San Mateo N .E.
Laramie Square
Mon-Sat 10-5:30

881-9869

~~

TONIGHT
ASVNM Speakers Committee
presents

dohn King Fairbank
Noted Expert on China
Author of "China Perceived" and many others.
"Nobody in the west has done more to clear up the

mystery of China than Professor Fairbank."

Now comes Miller time.-

Topic: China and the US Tod•nr_

Nov.IS Sp.m. WoodwardHaU

UNM

Tickets at SUB Box Office and
at door night of lecture

Admission $1.50 General Public
$.75 UNM Students
•

Also: Buckminster Fuller
"Poet of the TechnolQgical Age"
December 7

8 p.m. Popejoy traU

Tickets at SUB Box Office and
Albuqueruqe Ticket Agency in Coronado

\-j

,-v~

K),
~

ASUNM PEC Present

•••••••••••••••••••••••

i•••••••••••••••••••••••
ILABEL~£~ i
Plus Special Guest Star

Robert Palmer
Sunday Nov. 21,1976 8:00p.m.

4) t976 ~he Miller Brewing Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

~-,.Stuaent

Discount Tickets at SUB Box 01fic:e_..---'
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Compiled by George Gesner
Clams are opening up at Okie's
this week. If you haven't seen them
yet, you're missing out on a l_ot of
fun and good music. The Shellfish,
Shorelyne, Bass Ace and the music
firm of Bodmer, Wollmann &

1
· 1- Sciarrotta will play pseudo-cowboy
songs, Zappa zanies, boogy
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\ The All-New
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, a••Lm•~oo[B METEOR ELECTRIC
1
ane-year warranty on a1t'$24goo
I
DUKE CITY TYPEWRITER CO.
.
~~~

Discount to }'acuity and Students

l

blasters, tear-jerking love ballads,
disco bump and even some
decadent rock 'n' roll. So climb out

1

Ele<:tric return
5 repeat keys
handsome
carrying case
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VNM Press Ar:nuaJ

Christmas
Book
Sale
Ends

_._Tomorrow
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Giani suvlngs on dozens or h;~~rtl cover& paper·
back Ulle.~. All books revert In ful1 price Monday
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. can't afford a good all-electric
!portable typewriter...
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CALL
293-2000
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Dirt SQnd Performs 1n
·High· Spirits
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YOU CAN FIND
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of your shell and sample the Clams
at the friendly campus place.
Traveller goes north this week
traveling to Alfalfa's in Limas-land
and taking a vacation from Ned's.
Tim (Lightning) Pierce, Tom
(Nightingale) Bird, Peter (Liquid
Bass) Parnegg and Doug (Synco)
McDonald will soar to rock 'n' roll
heights and journey to the depths of
jazz.
Quintiki appears ·in a limited one
week engagement at Minnesota
Chubbies, 4100 E. Central Ave.
Find out what cold get-down
boogie means, because that's what
the Los Angeles group is into.
Goldrush pans . out some
countryfied rock at the Apollo, 931
San Mateo NE.
Apparatus hails from Denver and
will inevitably play to a packed
house at Ned's on Central. Squeeze
in this week and listen to some
Rocky Mountain rock.
Cosmic Charlie features a
dynamic bass player and superguitarist Steve Maes in a brand new
band. Rockers and rollers should
investigate Uncle Nasty's this week
at 4418 E. Central Ave.
Watermelon Mountain Jug Band
satisfied the Sunday blue-grass

I

Review by Daniel Gibson
The Nitty· Gritty Dirt Band
showed they still know how to
sooth and e_xcite an audience in a
concert Monday night at Popejoy.
Nearly matching the Dirt Band in
energy ~as the Billy Spears Band,
the opemng act.
The Dirt Band came out playing
loud and in high spirits, performing
their magic with a variety of
stringed instruments and wide
range of music.
Their first song, Cosmic
Cowboy, by Michael Murphy,
revealed all of the band; John
McEuen on the pedal steel, (from a
distance a look-a-like for the thin,
tall member of the Furry Freak
Brothers) John Cable on electric
guitar, Jimmy Fadden of Aspen on
drums, the first black country/bluegrass player I've ever seen
playing guitar, Jackie Clark, and
Jeff Hanna, a third guitar player.
Their second song was, "About
leaving Texas." On their third song
Clark moved over to the piano as
they began "I don't need heartache
at all, my heart can't take the fall
and the moon just turned blue,
good-bye, good-bye."
Their fourth song got a good
response from its quick movement
and the lines "Good-bye you jaded
lover, I see you're just another

I

l
_)I

crowd at Headquarters (formerly
Pepino's) on Central,
Last Mile Ramblers follow the
Watermelon crew at Headquarters
starting Monday. Slim Pickens may
not show up but David ~Han Coe is
coming soon.
Cadillac Bob and his cast of
supporting players grace the Pratt's
Triangle stage all this week, The
Cadbo gang puts out a variety
pac}age of fine quality music.
100 Watts turns on with highvoltage San Francisco rock at the
Tender Trap, 5600 E. Central Ave.
'

Freddy Chavez Foundation lays
down some night club rock at Good
Times on Wyoming NE.

UNM Marching Band plays
Saturday at the UNM-Arizona
football game. If that fat man
comes again with his big drum from
Arizona, I 'II ban him from the
entertainment world for life.
Meanwhile, it will be tears and
memories for the band as they blow
their horns, beat their drums and
march on the soft-green carpet for
the last' time this year. The son of
the UNM Marching Band, the
UNM Dance Band, will be starting
on the basketball tour soon .

Queen for a day. You're sitting
there like I'm the first to go."
A harmonica was featured on the
next song, and the drummer added
his voice while John McEuen made
the first of his many changes of
instruments to the mandolin.
McEuen sang on this one as well, a
slowly building song.
Next they sang a Hank William's
tune "Honky Tonk,ing" that goes
something like, "If you are sad and
lonely just give me a call. Bring
some money and we'll go honky
ton king, honky tonking."
Following this classic country
tune they switched to a pop sound
singing, "there are so many ways
we are free."
A Doc Watson tune was sung
next, with McEuen playing acoustic
guitar. On the next song he switched to the banjo, and Fadden
picked up the harmonica.
An old" favorite followed,
"Rocky Top Tenn.", and this by a
song that had Fadden playing a
washboard. McEuen then played a
long banjo solo, a talking song
abont a mountain boy that went to
play in a fiddle contest against the
old masters and won. His competition, the boy tells us, "could
fiddle up a whale from the bottom
of the sea, make a fiddle crone like
a loving woman." And that "Old

Sol y Sangre will culminate its fall semester activities with a festival of
New Mexican poets, una Fiesta Nuevo Mexicana.
The readings of scheduled writers and poets is as follows:
Nov.17, 1976
E.A. Mares, Orlando Romero and
UNM Humanities Bldg. Theatre
Jenny Chavez
2:30p.m.
Nov. 18, 1976
MH 115 (Mitchell Hallll5)
12:30 p.m.

Fernando Penalosa, a talk on the
aesthetics of Chicano Poetry

Nov. 18, 1976
North Valley Youth Development
Ctr., 1216Griegos Rd., N.W.
(Corner 12th St. and Griegos Rd.)
7:30p.m.

Sergio Elizondo Leroy Quintana,
and Enriqueta Vasquez

Dan Wheeling hils honey on his
strings."
With a full band again they sang
"Mr. Bojimgles," -their famous
ballad written by Jerry Jeff Walker
about the old dancer found mostly
in jails who mourned the death of
his' dog for 20 years.
Then they played some material
off their new album, the first song
with a reggae sound, the second a
song written "in .the land of the
rising sun" about Colorado, their
home, and finally a few old
favorites. They ended their.set with
"Diggy Diggy High, Diggy Diggy

Low."
They returned for an encore and
sang "Will the Circle Be
Unbroken," getting perhaps a
quarter of the full hall to sing along
with them, and another tune
featuring McEuen on the banjo.
They were called out once again
and at last closed the show with, "a
song about a trip on a Greyhound
bus.''
The Billy Spears Band, named
after the excellent fiddle player in
the group gave a good opening
performance, though they seemed

An informal meeting with the poets.

slated by Gordon Brotherson and
Dorn.
Dorn has moved from San
Francisco to Sonoma County and
spends all of his spare time reading
Rex Beach.

'Gunslinger' Ed Dotn

Free Slide Show
Expedition in Alaska
by Hondo Rast and
Co. Expeditions

I
e •
sand/sur~cle

~eartli
~shoe
.. ,......
.,,_

You can buy an Earth Brand Shoe only at dn E:.a.rth Shoe Store.

Also Two Movies

"Fitzroy"
"South Face of
the Sentinel"

Check out your
Games Area
Downstairs SUB

New:

Presented by
Howard Sloan
from Choinard

Tnble Tennis Tnbles
Pin Bnll Aren

Games? The Jatest!

Earth Shoe
Coronado Center
~93-6530

FridayNov.l9

Tnnk • Indy 800 • Foosball
Air Hockey • Pin 8nll

Show starts at 7:00

~uuntniu

All 8llllnrd Tables Re-covered
ffion.-Frl. 8 o.m-9 pm

..I ,,•

YOU CAN FIND
IT, TOO!
CALL
293-2000

15 to 20 hours a week average
Possible career and Sales Experience

Contact Northwestern Mutual Life
Phil Franczyk, CLU
292-2830
We have 5 openings available.

Poet Ed Dorn
Reo.ding Set

on

Style 200 natural/glove

.I
found·

Interested in a Part-Time Job?

...Gl

Gunslinger, Recollections of Gran
Apacheria and a Penguin edition of
· Selected Poems of Vallejo tran-

Everyone is invited. The entire program is open to students and to all interested persons. For further information call Chicano Studies, 277-5029.
In addition to the invited poets, writers and poet~ from UNM and from
the Albuquerque community will be invited to read from their works. Parts of the program will have musical accompaniment. Come and enjoy the
literary fiesta!

•

slightly out of synchronization at
times.
They sang, among others,
"Heartache by Numbers," "You
Win Again," "Driving Nails in my
Coffin," and "My Little Rock
Candy Baby." That last one went,
"Hey, I'm going back to my little
shack and my little Rock candy
baby ... my Little Rock candy baby
down in Arkansas."
The band featured a large red
stand-up bass, a pedal steel guitar,
all acoustic guitar, an electric
guitar, a set of drums that went rattat-tat and four big cowboy hats.

On Monday, Nov 22, the
ASUNM-GSA Poetry Series will
present the celebrated poetEd Dorn
reading from his works at 8 p.m. in
the Kiva on the UNM campus. The
reading is open to all.
In the sixties, as the San Francisco Renaissance was scattering
into clusters, Ed Dorn shattered the
poetry world with a metaphysical
epic exploring the mythology of the
American West. Gunslinger instantly became an international hit.
Dorn continued to be influential in
the· development of many West
Coast poets. For a number of years
in the late sixties, he taught at the
University of Essex, in England. In
1969, he held the D.H. Lawrence
Fellowship in Taos and has more
recently taught at U.C. at San
Diego.
Recent publications have been a
book of his collected poems edited
by Donald Allen, the Collected

Sol ~ Sn·ngre Presents
Festivnl of Nm Poets

Nov. 19, 1976
UNM, Chicano Studies Lounge
!O:OOa.m.

So.t. 10 o.m-9 pm
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Ptatt's New Ttianqle Lounge

ON KYO@
Component quality •••
•

'"a

receiver

*Bass response down to
0.8 Hz
*S.uperior transient re~

In Sound Ideas' optnton, the ONKYO TX2500 AMFM Stereo Receiver· is probably the best receiver
value on the market today.
Open until 6:OOpm. daily,
Mondi'Y and Thursday 'til 8pm

6307 Meuaul NE
881-5223

}'
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~.;;:,
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The results will also be used as a
bargaining power with the Popular
Entertainment Committee. It is just
possible that the people you want to
hear may consider doing a concert
here for the people that like them.
Remember to send your five
favorite musical performers that
have performed in your lifetime.
They can be easy-listening, acid
rock, avant garde, international,
jazz, country, classical and pop.
If you want, you can send in your
reasons like Fred Lennon did. In
fact, I appreciate it.
Students, faculty and staff, send
in your s~lections to Musi-Survey,
Box 20, UNM LOBO. If you like to
walk, drop ihem off in the tylusiSurvey box in the newsroom, Rm.
138 of Marron Hall.
There should be a box in the
library and SUB information desk
next week. If your feet have flriled
you and your tongue has dried from
licking $.13 stamps, give me a call
on Friday after I p.m. at 296-4104
or Wednesday afternoons at 277~~~~~~~~~~~~~- 6259, and ask for George.
~----~------~'~ If you desire to enter a local
group, limit the selection to one.

.,,

I·

,.

There is no deadline for MusiSurvey this year. The survey ends
when there is enough response to
make it valid. When the results are
compiled, they will be sent to the
performer if they're alive anq
functioning as a musical act.
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Willia.ms Makes Life Miserable
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Johnson Gym ~Not Meant for 22,000

For WAC Defenses

Guette
es Finie

LQ

By Tim Gallagher
UNM fullback Mike Williams'
philosophy is "to enjoy life."
But so far this year, the 215pound
sophomore from El Paso,
dltected by Alo.ln Resno.ls
Tex.
has
been making life miserable
sto.rlng Yves ffionto.nd '
for most of his WAC opponents.
Williams has rushed for 947
yards in the nine Lobo games this
year and that makes him the
WAC's leading rusher, more than
200 yard.s ahead of 'Colorado
State's Ron Harris who is second.
Flndy Wcuhol's
He is also closing in on the UNM
single season rushing record of 1129

Friday and
Saturday

DtQCUIQ
directed by Po.ul
morrissey with
Joe Do.lleso.ndro
ro.ted X
7 o.nd 9:15p.m.
Admission $1

yards held by Fred Henry.
Perhaps part ·of the rc:ason for
Wifliarns'c-,s,\lccess is his other
philosophy~this
one about
football. "'I. love the game. I
wouldn't give it up for nothing.''
He has been playing the game he
loves for quite some time, but he
had trouble getting started. "I first
started playing in junior high, but I
wanted to start before that in those
Pop Warner leagues. But, shoot,
I'd always miss the sign-up date or
something like that and I never did
play."
Once he did start ·playing,
~
}~ Williams really got his game into
HANDSTITCH CO-OP
gear. "When l was younger, I was a
lot smaller so I had to rely on my
3rd Anniversary Sale
speed to get yardage."
Nov 15- 20
That speed helped him to a fine
BRfNG THIS COUPON
in high school that could've
career
FOR .211% OFF '
been more brilliant had not an
" doe~ 11DI 1nclud!! sale J1ems
injury forced him to sit out his
senior
year. Before that, Mike had
2000
Central
SE
Mon-·Si!t

Open~Rec Woes Due to Lack of Facilities
Editor's note: This is the second part of a
three-part series on the open-recreation
problems in Johnson Gymnasium,
By John Griego and Harold Smith
The burden imposed on Johnson Gym in
recent years by the increasing demand for intram urals and open-recreation can only be
alleviated by the construction of additional
facilities, said Fred Perez, d1rector of intramurals and open recreation.
"This facility (Johnson Gym) was not
meant for 22,000 students," Perez said
earlier this week. "It needs to be expanded.
"Our department as a whole and
everything around us has expanded, but 'this
gym, which was built in 1957; has not
grown.,

When asked about student complaints
concerning what seems to be a reduction in
hours ·allowed for open recreation, Perez
said, "I have never had any intention of cutting out open rec, Open rec is a very major
portion of my program because I get quite a
large budget (for open rec).
"If possible I would like to have a facility
just for ope_n recreation."
Along these lines Perez said he would like
to move all the women's sports and intramurals over to Johnson Gym next
semester and leave Carlisle Gym strictly for•
the use of open recreation.
Also infringing on open recreation hours
in Johnson is the frequent scheduling of
biology and chemistry exams in the gym's

main arena. Perez said, "Our department
has spoken ou(against the chemistry department using the gym, but the central ad·
ministration office has told us that we must
allow ihe use of it for tests.
"In the past we have cooperated, but I
think we can't and should not copperate in
the future.
"Why can't other departments use their
own facilities? The priorities are wrong. We
don't ask to use the chemistry department's

rooms."
Perez said the intramural department now
has a priority list for scheduling activities in
the gym. He listed his priorities as:
l) physical education and recreation
classes;

FLIP SIDE'S
WEEKLY SPECIAL
Now Only

JJ.49

on these
6.9811st Ips

George Ho.rrlson • "Best Of Geotge Ho.rrlson
Ohio Plo.yers • "Gold"
Styx • "Crysto.l Bo.ll'~
Joo.n Bo.e:z • "Gulf Wind"
Glenn Co.mpbell • "Best of Glenn Co.mpbell"

Ho11rs
nondo.,Y-Frldo.y 9:30
l•lL\lUIUl>U 9:30-6:0'0
lundo.y 12:00-5:00

$
~

Eo.st end
of

Corono.do Center
293-2124
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major
" many
but theoffers
offers from
dropped
off colleges,
like flies
after the injury until he was left
with only three choices-Texas
Tech, New Mexico State and UNM.
"Texas Tech I didn't like because
of the attitude and I heard there
was a lot of prejudice in the
I,.ubbock area. 'Cruces was too
much of a rinky-dink town for me
and 1 knew I'd be so close to home
l' d be going there all the time. I
kinda' like it here," he said in his
room at the College Inn.
The walls of the room he shares
with back-up quarterback C.J.
Jones are adorned with pictures of
0. J. Simpson. The friendship
between the roommates is obvious
Mike Williams is enjoying his stay at UNM and said he'll go
to any observer and Mike said
"The only problems we have are pro wherever the money is.
when C.J. starts getting wise. Then him. "After a while, practice gets go over 'there unless I'm with a
I have to smack him down.''
to anyone, but I don't mind it. He bunch of guys. The last time I was
The quarterback glowers at his said UNM' s early elimination from there, we were walking along the
roommate and says, "Uh huh, yeah the WAC race bothered him at street and one of those cops came
Mike."
practice and lessened his desire. by in a car and slowed down .. He
Williams , like most others, is "At first it's a real drag, but you was looking at us real mean, huh
mystified by the Lobo football gotta get your mind together and go C.J.? Man, I took off over the
team's 3-6 record this year. "l out and do it.
bridge."
don't know what it is," he said as
"I believe that in order to do
Williams said he hopes to play
he shrugged his shoulders. "It good, you got to work hard all year pro football and· would li~e to play
seems like one week the offense is round. I know a lot will be expected for Dallas or Pittsburgh. "But it
down and they come back and of me next year and I'm going to be really doesn't matter. Whoever
prove themselves next week, but the ready."
starts flashing the cash around is
defense falls apart. It's like a seeWilliams said his most pleasant the one I'll go with," he said
memories of his childhood in El laughing.
saw, y'know?
"Our problem on offense is in Paso are working at his father's
But for now, Mike Williams has
setting the tempo of the game. If we man-made fishing lake. ''It's really other goals. "I wanted to get 1300
come out on the first play and the nice down there. We got chickens yards this year and l still got a way
line fires off the ball and the backs and pigs and cows. The best times I to go,"-353 yards and two games,
start blocking, then I know we're remember are going with my father to be
going to be okay. We got to get that to San Antonio to pick up the fish
we used to stock the lake."
quick tempo going in the huddle."
Williams said he never took
Williams said he enjoys the game
many
side trips to Juarez when he
so much that even the drudgery of
was
a
young boy and "I still never
practice every day doesn't bother

r:;.
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Right Behind The Triangle
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The main arena in Johnson Gymnasium is bursting at the seams, said UNM /ntramura/s
director Fred Perez.

Mondt ·Given 3-Year Pact
Calling the UNM football regionally televised loss to Brigham
program "basically sound," Young on Saturday. The defeat
Athletic Director Lavon McDonald dropped the 'Pack to 3-6 on the
· ·
··
announced at Tuesday night's Lobo • year.
Booster Club meeting that head
Mondt said, "I'm making this
football coach Bill Mondt will be announcement now to stabilize the
awarded a three-year extension on program in anticipation of conhis contract.
tinned improvement in the Lobo
All this good news for Mandt football program.
came following UNM's 21-8
"I still feel we've got some fine

Basketball Tickets
Beginning Monday, reserved
student tickets can be picked up for
the first three UNM basketball
games this year.
Reserved tickets in sections 18, 20
and 22 must be picked up before 5
p.m. of the day prior to the game.
Students must have an athletic ID
to pick up the reserved tickets as
well as date tickets costing $4.
Tickets are picked up at the ticket

$139.00

(double or quad occupancy)
* 2 big party's, 1 dance
, *Ski races
* Discounts on rentals &
lessons ,
* Charter bus and air
available
* Optional meal package
(includes: Taos' finest
restaurants)
Great Savings

2120 Central S.E. 243-6954

.0

.

* 5 days full lift passes
* 6 nights luxury lodging

2933 Monte Vista NE

t-<

0
CT

Photo by Phyllis M. Kushner

Trip Includes:

men's

~

10701l.on'1is NE, SUte 210, Phone: 292-0370
Ab.lquerque, N.M. 87112

One full week

lobo

ti
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CENTER FOR HYPNOSIS
TRAINING & CONSULTATION

Healthy Foods • Organic Meats
Fresh Vegetables
Breakfast • Lunch • Dinner

Bleu Cheese Inn Burger
Made W/Organic Grmmd Beef
Real Bleu Cheese On A
Whole Grain Bun

§·

Call or wnte:

Ski Taos

Special

~

- FREE CONSl)LTATION -

Specialists
Save $4.00 on 1st Pair
Save $5.00 on 2nd Pair

(D

Comprehensive training in all
phases of hypnosis fp,r
professionals and laypersons.
Learn applications for personal and professional
development in all areas of human achievement.

Join·U.T., S.M.U., Tex. Tech.
T.C.U., O.U., U. of H., and
more for the biggest College
Ski Week ever!!

~

I'erez reiterated, "We're just overpopulated. Our facility is just popping out at
the seams. There are just too many groups
that want to use the gym.
"The main problem is not that we're cutting out one program. It's just that there
aren't enough facilities."
·

HYP

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:~;~,.,.~·~~o~-~"~~·~cr~os~s~fro~m~UN~M~~~,.~,~'~'~q _
..

2) professional services classes;
3) intramurals, open recreation and varsity athletics; .
4) department-sponsored programs ineluding summer and activities for underprivileged children;
5) community college courses; and
6) outside groups, i.e. grudge matches,
fraternities, et.c.

z,.

Call Steve Emery
292-2137

office in the Arena.
Sections 19 and 21 are still firstcome, first-serve for students.

football players that are capable of
winning. I think it's important that
we win these next two football
games so that we start next season
on a positive note."
The contract, which would be
reviewed again during the 1979
season, still must be approved by
the Board of Regents. Mandt
currently has an 18-24 record at
New Mexico.
McDonald said he met with
UNM President William E. Davis
following the BYU game, and that
he had recommended that Mandt's
contract be extended and Davis

Albuquerque's Plantroom
New Management

Special
While They Last

Beautiful Baby. Tears FREE
With a $5.00 Purchase
500 San Pedro

266-7025

(Corner Of Zuni and San Pedro)

..----------1
I almagundi 1
~~~~~~~~==~==~~a=w==ee~d~·~~~~~==~====~

I Come On Up and Drink
I
I Dance and Rock It Up To
I
1 Tennessee Walker 1

I

I
I
I
I.
I
I
I

·I

With Their Single On KRST

Turquoise Man

This Thurs., Fri. & Sat. Night

Absolutely The Best
Drink Prices In Town

•• 18
•12

Pitchers
. . . . . $1.75
oz. Mugs
.65
oz. Mugs
.50
• Special Drinks
.89

Hourly Drink Specials Tha1
Can't Be Beat
Lower Level Coronado Center
(n.ext to the Broadway at Northwest End)
Look For Our Sign And Outside Entrance

.

I
I
I
I
I
JI

Bank Americard • Master Charge
Diners Club • American Express

Shoppers Charge·• Carte Blanche

IN AlBUQUERQUE SHOP AT GORDON'S: Coronado
Center • Also in Las Cruces • Shop Gordon's Coast to'
Coast.

-·-----·--·-·.
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WANTED: One rag rug, new or used, Call the LOBO
office, 2?7.4202, 11118
BAKERY CAFE will close 11/2~·11/28. Thank you,
patrons, for your support. 11/24
NOTICE TO MY FRIENDS and cuslomers: I have
relocated to Bill's Hair Design, 5107 Menaul N.E,
Your conlinued patronage is appreciated. Darlene
Holcomb. For appointment, caii8Bl-ll81, 11/24
ATOM ANT, HAPPY 22nd, culie, Love ya,
Hoi. 11/IB
IN CONCERT: Jerry Jeff Walker, Country Joe, and
!he band !lolling Stone magazine calls "the best band
in Texas," The Lost Gonzo Band, Tuesday, Civic
Auditorium. Comple(e bar service, bring I.D. to
drink, Country and Rock atlts best. 11/24
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PERSONALS

DIANNE, HAVE A HAPPY 18th, Love,
I FOUND IT. You can, too, Call293.2000, 12/3
PARTY I HUGE Sound System booking fast for Dec. • Bruce-and from your friends: Pam, Amy, Cindy,
Rachel, Claudia, Mitzi, Sue, Jo, Jean, Mary Ann,
Beller and cheaper than band, Frats/Sors. special
Dianna, Lisa, Carl, Laine, Jeff, Bryan, Sterling, Eli,
rate, 242-8638, 12/1
Andy, Ken, Cousin Bob (Pardon), Cousin
BODY BUENO: 150 all natural body products;
Joe, 11/18
Albuquerque's laq~est organic body store and
TI-lE B~ST PRICED LUNCH In town: foot-long hot
manufacturer. Great gift item~. Holiday specials,
dogs, 35 cents, I 1-3, Okie's, 12/3
soups, massage products, bubble-baths, etc, We have
it all, 3 doors cast of Girard, 2910 Central
CONTACTS?? CASEY OPTICAL Company, 255·
S.E, 11120
8736. tfn
·
'
If you eat, you need PROOF 0' THE PUDDING,
CHRISTIANS! University Christians fellowship
pocket-size guidebook to best eats around •dinner at SUB Ballroom on Oec. 2 at 6:00 p.m.
Albuquerque, Santa Fe, Taos. Vegetarian, health,
Tickets $1.00 at SUB, 11/19
ethnic, non-smoking, everything! Know before you
PART-TIME COCKTAIL WAITRESS needed at
gol $1.95 bookstores, 11/23
Uncle Nasty's, Apply in person, 4418 Ce.ntral
WHY READ TOLSTOY in English? Next
N,F.. 11/19
semester-Russiatt340, 11/22

Z.

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
UNITED Featu~e Syndicate
ACROSS

something
56 Whoopeemaker
59 Cover with
concrete
62 Channel
64 Murder:
Slang
65 One of the
Horae
67 Washing
machine
cycle: 2"
words
70 Trim: lnformal
71 Principle
72 Made a big
tennis
serve
73 Plural pronoun
7 4 Can. pollticlan
75 Lower In
rank

Wednesday's Puzzle Solved:

s

0 MA

5 p I T T A T lA 5
N 0 N A U T I IL E
ASTRONOMER
GEE REPEIAT

UBE R
1 Farm bu lidPEAT
lng
ESTH
5 Where Banff
RECU~-AGS
Is: Abbr.
ARES DRY HEIAD
9 Subsequent
IERID-AIIRIFio
IRCE
14 Sickness
15 Make withI D E A 5 ME R I T C R Y
ered
S 0 RT BAN P E S T
16 Carpenter's
5 E NDS S AH I B
tool
E
N
T
I
C
E E T A HE RA
17 Circus at~
P 0 WD E R S N 0 W A R A B .
tractions: 2
0 N I 0 N ACNE R E T E
words .
5 E N S E WE E D AD E 5
19 B ird's claw
20 Slur
21 L~gume
38 Subsequently
11 Piece of
23 Criterion
41 Nickel and
gossip
24 Black mark
ir.on, i.e.
12 Adam's
271n clean
43 Unsatisfactory
grandson
condition
46 Compass
13 Occupy
29 City-----point
leased pre31 Takes a
48 Meat item
mises
whiff
51 Signature
18 Canary's
35 Hold title to
flourish
relative
37 So. African
22 Affirmative 53 Continued
province
DOWN
story
word
39 Negotiate
55 Not spoken
25 Printing
40 Stone:
1 Founded
style: Abbr 57 Letters
Suffix·
2Nimble
58 Grass
26 Venerated
42 Statutory
3 Basic
stalks
symbol
44 Assam silk4 Required
59 1/2 quart
28 Busy bug
worm
5Wood
60 Irish ex30 Spread
45 Ecclesiastic '6 The Lion
clamation
·unchecked
vestment
7 Marbles
61
Prevent
32
Venomous
47 Aluminum,
8 Firebug's
authoritatively
viper .
for one
work
63
Stir
33
Moderately
49 Lose
9 Exactly
66 Hook and
good
moisture
suitable
34 Brace
50 Yield
10 Motorist's 35 Swan genus 68 Celtic nep52 Estate
concern: 2 36Senda
tune
transfer
words
69 "Night
telegram
___ and
54 Essence of

.,

LOST·& FOUND

FOUND: KEYS in Geography on Wed. evening,
Describe & claim, R!iJ, 131, Marron Hall. tfn
FOUND: KEYS in Mit, Hall w/(broken) mirror.
Identify & claim, Marron Hall, Rm, 131. tfn
LOST: BLOND NOTEBOOK w/pastel Oowers,
Psychology 101. Lost possibly at the Frontier.
Contactmeat242-8170, 11/19
FOUND: Men's watch in Physics lecture hall, end of
UDTB, Saturday, November 6, Owner may claim at
the Testing Division, rm. 2, 11/19
LOST: green-faced, gold-bartgled bracelet watch:
Reward, Mrs. Robinson, 821-1760, 11124
LOST: WALLET, ATO, Friday. Need my !D's,
Holly842-6037. 11/19
LOST: unfinished art project; 2 weeks ago, "D"
parking area. Brass & silver belt buckle, Please return
Campus Police, reward. 11/24
LOST: keys with VW key-ring, Please call 8420044. 11/18

3.

SERVICES

TYPING, M.A. English, Selectric, on campus,
296-8564. 11/22
BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 118 San Pedro
SE, 265-0335. Color TV's, tape decks, stereo, ampliliers, auto radios. Install burglar alarms, IO"lo discount for students with !D's, Quick service, Used
TV's for sale, 11/18
LSAT-MCAT EXAMS, Prepare now. Call Professional Educators of New Mexico, Inc. 8425200. tfn
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION PHOTOS. Lowest
prices in town! Fast, pleasing, near UNM. Call265·
2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd, Nil, tfn
TYPING: 50 cents/page. Perlinda x3930, 11/19
NATIONAL
CHICANO
HEALTH
ORGANIZATION has spring of '77 scholarships for
Health Science students. More information call 277·
4731. Deadline Nov, 26, 1976,
DIVEIISIFIED TYPING SERVICES, all types,
Lowest rates in town, free pick-up and delivery, call
831·7263 anytime. 11/22
VOLVO MECHANIC, also 67 !22's, parts, good
work guaranteed, Mike, 247-9083. 11/22
BAKERY CAFE SPECIAL: Delicious chili-cheese
sandwich $1.25 through 11/23, 118 Yale S.E. I I /22
STUDENT RATES on professional typing! Perfect,
error-free original copies on resumes, papers,
dissertations, etc. Call293·0976. 11/24
EXPERT TYPING 266-4567. 11/22
FAMOUS QUIVIRA BOOKSHOP and Photography
Gallery is Yl block from Johnson Gym on Cornell,
Special order service. 1211
LEGITIMATEMASSAGE298-4718. 12/3

VNMp

IT TAKES 8 WEEKS to reach fluency in French, 14
lo achieve French Univ, level, (15 to 20 U.S. creliits)
in total immersion in France. 30 hrs of audio-visual
and programmed instruction a week, family living,
Open to determined beginners and near-beginners,
year round. Normandy, Paris, Nice, Call: 821-0388
or write: french & American Study Center, Manoir
de Fauguernon, 14100 Lisieu~, France, I 1/19
NEED HELP with papers? Typing, editing, revision,
research and good advice, 281-3001. 11/24

4.

I'ORSALE

BICYCLES: WE HAVE the lightest weight for the
money you can buy. Some on sale, R.C. Hallett's.
843-9378, tfn
BUY I GET I FREE, Monday tltru Saturday 7-9,
Uncle Nasty's. 12/3
1974 DODGE CHARGER-P.B,, P.S., A.T., A.C.
Excellent condition. 292-1218. tfn
to-SPEED BICYCLE riot sale! $93,00/ea,
European, lightweight, Jugged, Warrantied for life.
All sizes available, Contact W .J, Hart 8833879. 11/19
APPLES: 3-kinds, $1,50/\1\bu. and up. Delivered
UNM area, 867-2584. 11/22
FENDER RHODES KEYBOARD, 2 custom Fender
stratocasters new condition, 266-4567, 1112~
SHEPHERD CROSS HUSKY puppies, $10.00, 8980614. 11/22
PURE BRED SIBERIAN Husky: best offer, call24)·
7374. 11/18
GOLD JEWELRY, charms, pendants, tie-tacs, rings,
appraised 1966, lower than present Thailand prices,
$5/up, 298-4774. II /23
SINGER SEWING MACHINE left in layaway, not
claimed. Equipped to zig-zag, buttonhole. Pay $19.00
and take machine. 255·7534. 11/23
KIRl!Y VACUUM CLEANER: -Bran;! new 1977,
assume payments of $7.47/month. New warranty,
255-7535. 11/23
PIONEER, KENWOOD, SANSUI, reel to reels,
cassettes: Closing them out, IO"lo to 50% off. While
they last, 255-7535. 11/23
COLOR TV: 10 yr. guarantee, big screen, color tint
controls. Assume payments of $7.00 per mo. 255·
7534. 11/23
SEARS 120 lb. WEIGHT set and bench, $40.00, call
John 277-3573. 11/19
HOUSE SALE: Nov. 25-28, 345-C Vermont N.E.
,
Everything goes. II /24

COPIES
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6.

EMPLOYMENT

I FOUND IT. You can, too. Call293-2000. 12/3
PART TIME WORK-Albuquerque's Ma,rine
Reserve Unit is one of five in the country that
provides challenges such as Scuba, Parachuting,
Wilderne» e<periences, etc. We strongly support
attainment of your degree and provide assistance
toward it. Call 766-2479/3520; or 800-4232600, 11/19
WAITRESS, SINGERS WANTED for exciting nelv
theatre restaurant. Call Pam McCool, 299·
4401. 11/29
SITTER URGENTLY NEEDED for one child, four
nights weekly. Close to campus. Apply 408 Spruce
N.E. 11/Ia

7.

TRAVEL

TELLURIDE SKI TRIP, January 9-16, $130. In·
eludes transportation, lifts & lodging. For informa·
tion call 842-8569. $50 deposit due immedialely.
UNM Ski Club. 11/26
RIDES! RIDES! RIDES! Call Rideline ... 265-9860.
~ (303) 449-6670 at Intercontinental Travel Centre.
11/30
RIDE NEEDED: Tucson, Thanksgiving. Share
driving, expenses. Phone Peggy, 268-6676. 11/18

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

MODELS NEEDED for new hair styles and Henna
treatment. Inquire Tijeras Hair Company, 255·
11/22

each

Prescription Services
for UNM Students
Student Health
Center Phannacy
Secorrl Floqr~t Health Center
PHONE 277-6306

if you read this ad
PATIENT RECORD SERVICES
NO SALES TAX

Hours: 8:30am--4:30pm M-F

Want Ads say it
in a Big WayU

Lobo

Classified; Advertising Rates
'1,5¢ per word, $1.00 minimum chargt:
5 or more ti~es-9¢ per word
Terms Cash in advance

Please place the followin'g classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily Lobo
times beginning
under the heading (circle one): 1,
Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. For Rent; 5. For Sale; 6. Employment;
-7. Miscellaneous.

Marron Hall, Room 132
Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87.131

•

"

265-34~5

Giant savln~s on dozens of hard cover & paper·
back lilies, All books revert to full price Monday

New r,ne.xico

·BEST UNM APARTMENTS. Large, nicely furnished and carpeted. Dishwashers, disposers,
security, UNM one block, 208-209 CQIUmbiaS.E. No
children, pets. $180.00, call255·2685.
VARSITY HOUSE: 141 Columbia S,E,, deluxe J.
bdrm. furnished apartment, $175.00; 2-bdrm.
$210,00, includes utilities, adults only, no pels, 2680525. ltl24

2818 Central S.E.

Sale
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Ends
Tomorrow

S·STRING BANJO, $80,00, 821-0114 after 4
p.m. 11/19
'68 VW BEETLE, automatic sticl< shift. Must sell by
weekend. Call before 5:00, 277-2282, 11/19
GARAGE SALE: 1201 Las Lomas N.E., Sat, &Sun.
Nov. 20 & 21, C11meras, furniture, kitchen ap·
pllances, skis & boots, linens, dishes, books, clothes,
candles, flower pots, & dottle, 11/19
•

Enclosed $ ~-- Placed by

•

